
                    

 

 

 

 

From the desk of 

Deputy Minister Pinky Kekana 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SAPCO 

31 August 2021 

 

Good afternoon, 

• Ms. L Mbobo, Deputy Director General, Department of Higher Education and Training 

• Prof MDM Phutsisi, SAPCO Deputy President 

• Ms. N Nxesi, CEO ETDP SETA 

• Mmaphefo Anno-Frempong, CEO TETA 

• Ms. T Tsibogo, Principal of Tshwane North TVET College 

• TVET officials and speakers on the line-up 

• Ladies and Gentlemen 

On this very last day of National Women’s Month  and the month that we observe International 

Women ’s Equality Day, let me say that I hope this month held meaning and that you can say to me 

that you made a difference in another woman ’s life, because that is the purpose of this month  that 

we honour the mothers of our liberation struggle – giants, on whose shoulders we stand. 

Standing on the shoulders of these giants comes with great responsibility as it is obligatory for us to 

enhance and build on the legacy they left. This is not to be taken lightly, and it is something we must 

hold ourselves and each other accountable on. 



2021 was declared ‘the year of Charlotte Maxeke’. She was the first black woman to graduate with 

a university degree in South Africa with a B.Sc from Wilberforce University Ohio in 1903, as well as 

the first black African woman to graduate from an American university. 

African and Black American history tells us that the situation a young Charlotte Maxeke would have 

found herself in, in the late 1800’s would also have been dire with a hopeless future, yet she made 

the impossible, possible! 

Charlotte Makgomo Mannya was born in 1874. Like you and I she was a teacher, a churchgoer, a 

social worker, a Politician, and the Founder of the Bantu Women’s League of South Africa, the 

forerunner to the ANC Women’s League. It was at church that she became a part of the African 

Jubilee Choir in 1891, and toured England for two years. 

With hopes of pursuing an education, Ms Mannya went on a second tour to the United States of 

America (USA) with her church choir in 1894, and achieved this against what we can only imagine 

to be a great many challenges that would face her. As women, we do not have it easy in th is country, 

in this world, but it is safe to say that we would have it easier than her, on any given day. First and 

foremost, we live in a country that has fought for and achieved political freedom. We have 

government support, policies, regulations and laws that have been created to protect and empower 

us, and we have rights ensconced in various legal rights domestically and internationally. 

But we are still unequal and gender equality is some 135.6 years away, and for Africa that number 

is far higher – meaning we have a lot of work to do to start putting a dent in this number. It starts 

with each one of us. It is not up to anyone else. 

In this year of Charlotte Mannya Maxeke, who did not feel unequal in the face of all the inequality 

that was legislated against her at the time, let us remind ourselves of this and say that it is up to us 

as the women of this nation to close the inequality gaps for ourselves – standing together, we are 

only as unequal as we allow ourselves to believe and feel, and how we make another woman feel. 



We need to create opportunities for each other, work together to achieve success, and lift as we 

rise. Every single day the TVET machine gives all who operate th is machine the opportunity to lift 

South Africa’s next generation to rise. 

She was born into a time when there was scarce regard for black people in particular, and black 

women in general. Black women had to bear the biggest burden and the injustices of the colonial 

regime`s repressive laws. Women lived under the yoke of oppression in all aspects of their lives and 

had to contend with the triple burden of patriarchy, an oppressive discriminative regime, and an 

iniquitous economic system. 

Ma Maxeke once said, “circulate your work, and distribute as much information as possible because 

this is not your council, but the council of African women ” – in her words, we reflect on our roles as 

mothers and daughters across generations to realise women’s rights for an equal future . 

When women and youth don’t have information, they don’t have access – whether that be, to 

education, skills development, general opportunities, financial participation, economic activities, 

which prevents them from having freedom and autonomy. 

You have the power to not just educate and develop skills but also to empower and showcase, which 

is the same as circulating and distributing information, because remember as Mme Charlotte said” 

this is not only your council, it is a council of African women”.  

Even while still a student she arranged for other African students to study at Wilberforce University, 

including one Marshall Maxeke, who would later become her husband. Charlotte Makgomo Mannya 

became the first black woman in history to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in 1905. 

She defied societal expectations and the limitations placed on her by virtue of her colour and gender 

and became a trailblazer among her peers. Not even the might of the colonial regime could hamper 

her yearning for education and her leadership abilities. 

The great Charlotte Maxeke did not let challenges or even obstacles stand in her way. Nothing was 

impossible for her, not even the impossible – but only because she did not see herself as unequal.  



Former President of the ANC, Dr AB Xuma described Mama Maxeke as “the mother of African 

Freedom in South Africa”, and so we celebrate her selfless contribution to humanity and assistance 

to the vulnerable, making the impossible, possible. 

Being a humanitarian first, Charlotte Mannya Maxeke’s most famous quote, “This work is not for 

yourselves, kill that spirit of self, and do not live above your people, but live with them, and if you 

can rise, bring someone with you.” 

As government and as TVET colleges, as teachers all of us - this work is not for ourselves. In my 

role and your roles, we do not live above our people, we live with them. South Africa has seen the 

worst of Covid-19’s impact. The poverty, the hardships, and the violence – the gravity has hit the 

poorest of our people the hardest.  

NOW is the time to honour Ma’m Charlotte, because THESE are the times she shone. She actively 

looked for ways to make the lives of our people better. You do not need to look for ways to make 

your contribution to this country, you come to teach every day, and in this lies your opportunity to 

make the lives of our people better, especially those of the next generation. 

Let us follow in Ma Maxeke’s footsteps, putting her people first. 

Let us replicate her determination and will to overcome the greatest obstacles, her affirmation of 

others, and her indomitable spirit.  

Let us multiply her. 

 

I thank you. 

 


